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niekgrace, is a Nigerian afrobeat recording artist and
songwriter. She first broke into the music industry in
2013 with her first solo release entitled, «I’m A Survivor’’, which was followed up by her next single, «Let

Your Will». Uniekgrace’s next release, «Heal Our Land ‘’ came
in 2015 and featured Cookie Kay Love. In 2016, she released a
remix of her song I’m A Survivor. In 2018, Uniekgrace released
a single entitled, «Higher, Higher’’ which featured Mr Younggod
and Steve Williz, and an afrobeat EP entitled, «E Go Better.»
In 2019 she released her next song entitled, «Ku Ishe», which was
followed up by her next release, «Nearer» in 2020. Nearer, which
was well received, charted on the UK Christian top 20 Chart. Her
next song «Ayemi», was released in 2021. Uniekgrace has shared the stage with the likes of Ron Kenoly, as well as Lecrae,
and has been featured on many songs as a guest recording
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She was nominated and won numerous awards including; the

Uniekgrace’s new song. The track, which

Top Naija Music Awards for Artist to look out for in 2018 (won),

is entitled, «Never Alone», is an afrobeat

the Amanda Lazmon Foundation’s EP of the Year in 2018 (won),

masterpiece right out of the gate. With

the AGGMA Awards for Artist of Excellence in 2018 (nominated),

the combination of the well produced

the Amanda Lazmon Foundation’s Collaboration of the Year

track and Uniekgrace’s heart-felt vo-

award in 2019 (won), and was recognized by the Gospel Music

cals, Never Alone takes musical vibes

Awards in 2020. Uniekgrace is currently in the studio working

to a whole other level. Uniekgrace’s lovely

on new projects including her new release, «Never Alone»

voice caresses the track perfectly with such an
Uniekgrace founded and operates an online TV show called
MBK which features celebrities worldwide.

appeal that her sound can only be described as
futuristic soul; A perfect example are her lyrics
on verse two; «Everyone want somebody,
wey go reach their heart, make them feel
alri-iiight / Give you the life that you need,
wey go make you shine, make you shine.»
Uniekgrace goes above & beyond and fully
delivers on this gorgeous track as she sings from
the point of view of God to paint a clear picture
that as long as you accept God, you’re never
alone.

